Kill the IRS? It's Already Dead

By Anna Von Reitz
Ever heard of a "dead man walking" -- well, that's the IRS. Not only has it been gutted and most of its
work force laid off, but it has no contract and no real purpose.
As the Grace Report revealed in 1980, all the money collected by the IRS didn't even pay the interest
on the National Debt of the Territorial United States. That wasn't the point.
We were misled into assuming that our tax dollars were paying for public services, but that paradigm
went out in the 1930's. No, actually, the only function of all the tax payments extorted out of the
majority of Americans was to act as a "valve" to control the money supply and moderate the growth
of inflation.
Inflation continued to act as a merciless silent tax and to gnaw away at the value of the U.S. fiat
domestic currency, but those annual collections slowed the process down to the Frog Boiling
Temperature preferred by the banks, who naturally wanted to milk the embezzlement and
racketeering and keep "the Natives" from figuring it all out as long as possible.
Haven't you all noticed that the Federal Reserve building in NYC is all boarded up and how many of
the IRS Offices have closed their doors? Their mail is being forwarded. They can't find enough
Americans who will work for them anymore. All the "agents" have false names, but now the false
names are things like: "Amber Gouderaineroneff" and "Malcolm Flackenbuster" and they tend to have
foreign accents.
They are scurrying around, head down, eyes scanning the periphery and quickly glancing behind.
They can feel the flames licking at their boot heels. They know the jig is up. Even the dumbest
among them has heard the word and seen the pink slips.
Well, what's the use of collecting up the I.O.U.'s when the Federal Reserve System is bankrupt? Force
of habit?
Still trying to claim that there is some kind of a war on somewhere, as a justification for not ending
The Victory Tax that should have ended --- no questions asked --- in 1945?
Reminds me of my Uncle Jesse Myrick on my Father's side of the family staring dolefully at the clock:
"Damn!" he'd say sadly, "it's only four o'clock and I would love a cold beer......"
He'd drum his fingers on the table, glance around to see where his wife was, give me a sidelong look
and say in a stage whisper, "Oh, well, it must be five o'clock somewhere!" --and begin making
himself a Red Beer.
They, the members of Congress, have cause to know that the government isn't funded with tax
dollars.

They know that except for Slush, there hasn't been a rational excuse to continue collecting taxes
since the Federal Reserve bankrupted the trademarked Federal Reserve System in 2009, but they've
kept up the fraud and racketeering just the same.
It's all been business as usual. Until now, when the Municipal Government has been left unfunded
and without a contract for cause.
Shame on them and shame on us for letting the members of the US CONGRESS and their Agents get
away with defrauding and harassing and plundering us for the better part of a hundred years.
Let's finish it and be wise enough not to accept their "offer" to establish a 17% sales tax, either. Such
proposals should be taken in light of what they already owe us.
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